General Arrangement

Title: 6 x 12 Vault

Sheet: 1/15/15

Revision History

Review Date: Description
First Issue 1/15/15

Notes:
1. Manhole Wall and Slab.
2. Contact Hydro Scale.
3. Contractor to confirm systems. Setting Hydro Custom "MADE IN" and "STOCKED" for A.R.T.O.M.
4. Note: Pipe size 12" x 12".
5. Max. treatment flow rate 66 cfs.

Equipment Performance

Minimum storage volume = 2.5 yd³
Maximum storage volume = 7.6 yd³
Open area of storage system = 65 sq ft
Typical treatment flow rate = 24 cfs
Max. treatment flow rate = 66 cfs

To Fabrication

Prior to release of Unit and per orientation, make sure all equipment is present per Inverter's pipe diagram.